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Five years ago, they made my life a living hell. They teased me, abused me, and called me a witch. Little did they know...Now, I'm back for my senior year of high school. New hair, new style, new personality. I'll no longer be the weird girl hiding in the shadows. Instead, I'll embrace all of my darkness. The goal? Revenge on the
boys--the men--who bullied me. The football star, the musician, the bad boy, and the class president. I'll make them pay for what they did to me. One spell at a time. Buckle up, boys and girls. You're not going to like me by the time this book ends. I never said I'm the hero of the story, did I? I'm just the crazy bitch with a voodoo doll.
This is a dark paranormal reverse harem romance with bully and revenge themes by USA Today Bestselling Author Katie May. All characters are over the age of eighteen. This book will contain strong language and sexual situations. This is a stand-alone!
My Facebook Boyfriend For Real?! Vol. 5 by AB Castueras Paano nga ba magtatapos ang istoryang nag-umpisang lahat sa Facebook? Pwede bang happy lang? Walang ending? Ah, basta! Sundan mo na lang ang huling mga tagpo sa istorya nina Freak at Mokong - kasama ang buong barkada. Huling volume na! Published by Psicom
Publishing Inc
"This is a delight." —Publishers Weekly on The Hate Project A secret crush leads to a not-so-secret romance in this delightful romantic comedy from Kris Ripper There are three things you need to know about Preston "PK" Harrington the third: He’s a writer, toiling in obscurity as an editorial assistant at a New York City publishing
house. He is not a clich . No, really. He’s been secretly in love with his best friend, Art, since they once drunkenly kissed in college. When Art moves in with PK following a bad breakup, PK hopes this will be the moment when Art finally sees him as more than a friend. But Art seems to laugh off the very idea of them in a
relationship, so PK returns to his writing roots—in fiction, he can say all the things he can’t say out loud. In his book, PK can be the perfect boyfriend. Before long, it seems like the whole world has a crush on the fictionalized version of him, including Art, who has no idea that the hot new book everyone's talking about is PK’s story.
But when his brilliant plan to win Art over backfires, PK might lose not just his fantasy book boyfriend, but his best friend. Carina Adores is home to romantic love stories where LGBTQ+ characters find their happily-ever-afters. Also from Kris Ripper: The Love Study Book 1: The Love Study Book 2: The Hate Project Book 3: The
Life Revamp
A CARRIAGE Full Of LAUGHS
My Facebook Boyfriend For Real?! Vol. 2
Posted - connected - busted!
The Boyfriend Effect
My Boyfriend and His Friend
"A romance story yet to be written." Lincoln Jones has fallen hard for Annie Clark— But the woman wants nothing to do with him. He feels shattered, using his heartbreak to fuel the next romance novel he's writing. When he's encouraged to beg her for another shot, he hesitates. Annie's struggling to get Link out of her
head and heart. He's everything a woman could ever want in a man. Why can't she find the courage to give their relationship a chance? No matter how hard she tries to push him away, she's always drawn back to him. When Link demands to know what happened, where things went wrong, Annie is forced to make a decision
that could change her life. "Between the pages of a book is a lovely place to be." Spelling Love Series Book 1 – The Author Book 2 – The Book Boyfriend Book 3 – The Words of Love SEARCH WORDS: sexy, hot and steamy, sport romance, hired wife, fake girlfriend, happily ever after, sweet love story, romance love, romance
love triangle, new adult romance, billionaire obsession, contemporary romance and sex, romance billionaire series, free kindle romance, melody anne billionaire bachelors series, billionaire romance, holiday, holiday romance, romance, billionaire, true love, love and life, golf, bilionaire romance, dark romance, romantic
comedy, saga, women's saga, motorcycle club romance, FICTION / Romance / Contemporary FICTION / Romance / New Adult FICTION / Romance / Romantic Comedy FICTION / Romance / Multicultural & Interracial FICTION / Romance / Holiday
My Facebook Boyfriend For Real?! Vol. 3 by AB Castueras Kapag naging For Real na raw kayo ng taong mahal mo, saka lang daw kayo babatuhin ng totoong problema. Totoong problema na hindi lang isa ang dapat rumesolba, dapat kayong dalawa. Dapat kayong dalawa at hindi ang iba. Hindi ang iba na bibigyan kayo ng
sandamakmak na advices nila. Dahil sa huli? Ang problema niyong dalawa ang siyang susukat kung kayo ay totoong For Real, o hanggang Facebook Boyfriend lang talaga... Sundan ang kwento nila Freak at Mokong. Volume 3 na! Published by Psicom Publishing Inc
Commuting on London trains and buses will expose you to an incredible world of the unexpected. There is the shocking, the beautiful and even those that tug at your heart-strings. Some have left me speechless. I blogged about my daily commute for two years, to share the experience with my readers in a funny narrative.
They loved it and asked for more. They suggested a book version of the blogs. It is finally here. You will be laughing aloud as you look forward to page after page of very funny and entertaining narratives.It is unique. You will not find another book like it out there. It is special. .
The GayBCs
The Boyfriend List
The Girls' Guide to Hunting and Fishing
Hard Work, Low Pay, and a Mother's Will to Survive
From reel to real
It’s a simple agreement: for one month, Silas is my boyfriend of convenience. Once this is over, we’ll go our separate ways. It’s fake, after all. I need some arm candy to prove to my ex-fiancé that I’ve moved on. He needs his old-fashioned boss to think he’s ready to settle down. Perfect, right? Except for one minor detail: we can’t stand each other.
Silas thinks I’m a stuck-up ice queen. I think he’s a cocky, obnoxious jerk who’s always trying to charm his way out of trouble – and succeeding. He’s the beloved golden boy. I’m the awkward new girl in town. It would be the worst idea ever, except… everyone falls for it. That’s the thing about pretending to date someone: it looks just like real
dating. And the other thing about pretending to date someone? It feels like real dating. The heated kisses in my office: fake. The possessive way he touches me: fake. The night we spend together in a hotel bed: …maybe not so fake. One month. Then this charade is over.
My Facebook Boyfriend For Real?! Vol. 4 by AB Castueras "I know, malaki ang kasalanan ko sa'yo, Nadine. I'm guilty of the things I did to you and those things that I accused you of." Tiningnan ko uli siya, at nagulat ako nang makita kong halos paiyak na siya. Ngayon ko lang siya nakitang ganyan. "Please, arrest me for being guilty, and punish
me forever." Uh-oh!? Arestuhan na ba ito? Sundan ang kwento nina Freak at Mokong dahil malapit na ang katapusan! Kapit lang! Volume 4 na! Published by Psicom Publishing Inc
He's absolutely perfect. If only he were real. Lane and Vivi have had it with Isabelle Hunter's boyfriend, Shawn Littig (a.k.a. Sluttig). He is the only person who can turn their smart, confident best friend into a complete mess. When Shawn Sluttig cheats on and dumps Izzy just months before the prom she's been planning since the ninth grade,
Lane and Vivi decide to take action. With a few quick keystrokes, they create a MySpace page for "Brandon," the perfect guy to get Izzy out of her revolving-door relationship with Shawn. Too bad he's totally fake. Vivi's younger brother, Marshall, who they hire to be the "man" behind the profile, is way too into being Izzy's fake boyfriend. So they
turn to cute, prep-school Jonathan to be the face of Brandon. But when Vivi falls for Jonathan, and Sluttig tries to wedge his way back into Izzy's prom picture, the whole plan starts to go south faster than you can say "fake boyfriend."
My facebook boyfriend... for real!!?.
Book Boyfriend
Connection...loading...failed!
My College Boyfriend Dumped Me for You
My Facebook Boyfriend For Real?! Vol. 5
About the book: A twenty-three years old woman who went through several ups and downs was taking breaths but not living. She was smiling but was not happy. She was educated but was not worthy. Then one fine day, it was all about that question that she asked herself and everything changed. Just over the past two years, she learned to live, she has understood the joy of genuine happiness, and she worked for her worth because
she worked for herself. It’s a mother sharing her story to her unborn daughter about all of the truth as to, how her life has been and how she turned it around. It’s a book to show gratitude, it’s a book to show courage, it’s a book of the people. About the author: Ekta Bera is a multidisciplinary person. Aside from being fully vested in zoology, she is also a UI/UX designer, full-stack web developer and writer. She started writing and
expressing her thoughts on medium and has shown consistent growth. Fueled by that, she pens down her first-ever book. She spends most of her time, working on many side projects and her second book. In addition to all this, she is a society changer. She has been involved in many ventures and many of her personal missions. She works to create a positive change around the society!
Book #2 in the Boyfriend series. The Perfect Boyfriend picks up right where we left Reagan and Ian in The Boyfriend List. As their friendship blossoms quickly into a steamy romance, Reagan and Ian have to learn to navigate their shifting relationship...and everything that entails. But their newfound bliss doesn't come without a few unexpected challenges. In the midst of realizing just how sweet the romance can be between them,
and all the benefits of their new dynamic, Reagan is informed that her ideal situation has changed. Not only will she need to begin taking on more classes to speed up her graduation date, but she'll also have to start looking for a job to supplement her fading income. Meanwhile, Ian has chosen to pull out of school once his father is diagnosed with a terminal illness in order to help manage the family business and spend time with
him while he still can. But he wrestles with the guilt of leaving Reagan behind, and the pressure of his new responsibilities. As the two meet their new challenges head-on, they'll be forced to discover whether or not they're as compatible as lovers as they were as friends. With their focus pulled in so many directions, will they have what it takes to keep a long distance relationship alive? Can Ian prove that he's still be the perfect
boyfriend, or will they fold to statistics under the growing tensions of their lives? Throw in some manipulative exes, a new boss with an inflated ego, and a co-worker from hell and the two have a recipe for either a fairy tale ending, or a complete disaster. The Perfect Boyfriend is a New Adult Romance about trust, love, and discovering the true depths of personal strength.
If you haven't heard of Facebook, you've probably been living under a rock. Facebook has become one of the greatest social networking sites to ever hit the World Wide Web. It has spawned new terminology and has a range of users from middle school kids to the elderly to major organizations and small businesses. All over the world, people are on Facebook. When Jennifer A. Carle joined the ranks, she discovered she had a lot to
learn. Facebook world was different from the real world. There were old emotions to sort through, new etiquette to practice, the question of what was appropriate to say or do, and she had to figure out how to navigate through the site. But as usual, Jennifer came at it with a sense of humor and good nature. Facebook world, as it turned out, wasn't that much different than the real world. Come along as she starts posting statuses,
friending and unfriending, and sending messages like My College Boyfriend Dumped Me For You—Can I Add You as a Friend?.
Don't You Trust Me?
Prickles and the bubbles
My facebook boyfriend...for real?.
Reload - restart - real life
A Forbidden Romance
One night. A crowded bar. A new man. Single-girl Molly is ready to let loose—and she knows what to expect from a night that the marines are in town. But from their first drink at a crowded bar to their moonlight skinny dip, Molly’s night with Grove promises to change her life . . . if she’s only willing to let it.
A teenage girl switches identities with a stranger and pulls off a long-term scam in this “wild and enjoyable” (BCCB, starred review) thriller perfect for fans of Ally Carter. Don’t you trust me? I mean, look at me. Blond, blue-eyed, the very image of innocence. Pretty enough, if you care about that kind of thing. I don’t. But would a normal person switch identities with some wet mess of a girl at the airport, just to get her to stop
bawling about being separated from her loser boyfriend and sent to live with some distant relatives? Nope, she wouldn’t. Yet I did. I’m not as normal as you think. And you’ll just have to trust me on that.
"Let us find solace in the quiet..." Emmeline always dreamed of being an author, finding comfort in words and between the pages of her beloved romance novels, but a mental health diagnosis leaves her blocked and unable to write. Then she inherits a crumbling, second-hand bookshop from a mysterious old friend and Emmy discovers that magic is real and maybe her fantasies about the heroes in her favourite historical
romances aren't so far-fetched after all. A handsome stranger-wielding a sword as dangerous as his Tudor past-appears in Emmy's bookshop asking for help. Together they must race against time itself to lift the curse imprisoning him in an ancient book. But when growing threats to her safety are proved real and not another symptom of her illness, Emmy must learn to trust her own voice again. Can she find the words to save
Jonathan and her shop before tragedy strikes on the fateful final page? Romance-addict Emmy may be, but this damsel is about to kick distress into the Ever After. Jeanna Louise Skinner writes romance with a sprinkling of magic. Her debut novel The Book Boyfriend is out in 2021 and she is working on a prequel. She has CRPS and ADHD and is one of the co-founders of the RNA DISCO Chapter, for members with
disabilities and chronic health conditions. She's also the co-creator of @UKRomChat, a Romance-centric live Twitter chat, which was nominated for the RNA Media Star Award in 2019 and 2020. She lives in Devon with her husband, their two children and a cat who sounds like a goat.
The Perfect Boyfriend
My Facebook boyfriend: Reload - Restart - Real life
Maid
Can I Add You As a Friend?
Blind Date with a Book Boyfriend

Some men are just off-limits. Like, say, all the other football players in the league…. I have to stop replaying the one night I spent with my rival. Trouble is, that white-hot encounter with the other quarterback answered a lot of questions I’ve had about myself, but it
also led me into this mess where he hates me. I never showed up for our second date. Since, well, life happened, and the worst part is he’ll never know how much that night meant to me. But when I’m traded to his cross-town rivals, that’s not the time to serve up my secrets
to him either. My team’s PR department wants to double down on our rivalry. I need to focus on football, not on my interest in men. Except, the more time I spend doing media appearances and charity events with the sexy, generous, popular guy, the hungrier I am to finish
what we started. It’s a bad idea to knock on his door late one night. I could lose everything. He’s probably not even home. But when the door swings open and I’m face to face with the man I want desperately, I have a choice to make. A standalone, rivals-to-lovers, second
chance sports romance full of secrets, first times and forbidden love…
A Moms Demand Action Book Club Pick “The perfect way to teach your kiddos LGBTQ+ vocab while celebrating the beauty of embracing yourself and others.”—KIWI Magazine A joyful celebration of LGBTQ+ vocabulary for kids of all ages! A playdate extravaganza transforms into a
joyful celebration of friendship, love, and identity as four young friends sashay out of all the closets, dress up in a wardrobe fit for kings and queens, and discover the wonders of their imagination. In The GayBCs, M. L. Webb’s playful illustrations and lively poems
delight in the beauty of embracing one’s truest self—from A is for Aro and Ace to F is for Family to T is for Trans. The GayBCs is a heartwarming and accessible gift to show kids and adults alike that every person is worthy of being celebrated. A bonus glossary offers
opportunities for further discussion of complete terms, communities, and inclusive identities.
My Facebook Boyfriend For Real?! Vol. 1 by AB Castueras Ikaw na lang ba ang NBSB sa barkada? Bakit 'di mo subukang gumawa ng iyong Facebook Boyfriend? Makakapagpalit ka pa ng status mo from single into relationship, oh 'di ba?! Pero pa'no kung ang ginamit mong picture ng
FBBF mo ay mabuking ka? Sa Facebook, 'di lang friends ang makikita, dahil pati ang lalaking mamahalin mo - dito mo lang mase-search! Ito ang istoryang pupunan ang BORING na araw niyo sa Facebook, at bibigyan kayo ng kakaibang idea kung paanong ang Facebook Boyfriend mo ay
magiging For Real!!? Published by Psicom Publishing Inc
Husband Material
The One Month Boyfriend
My facebook boyfriend... for real!?.
Logging off...
My Facebook boyfriend: Connection - Loading - Failed?
A sexy new brother's best friend romance from New York Times bestselling author Kendall Ryan. I’m not boyfriend material. If a trail of broken hearts and a piss-poor record of failed relationships have taught me anything, it’s this. My buddies are happy to give me shit about my latest breakup from here to next Sunday. Thanks, but I’d rather have a root canal. And a
vasectomy. At the same time. Relief comes in an unlikely package—the gorgeous and feisty Maren. She just so happens to be my best friend’s sister, so that’s not awkward at all. But I’m a man on a mission, and Maren is down to teach me all the ways I’ve been failing as a boyfriend. Apparently, there are many. And it’s all very informative—until I start to catch feelings.
Now it’s not just my reputation on the line, but my heart too. Q&A about the Frisky Business Series: Q: Are these new characters? A:Yes! Hayes and Maren are brand new characters you’ve never met and I can’t wait to introduce you. Q:Is this part of a series? A: This is book 1 in a new series about a group of male best friends who own an adult toy company. Get
ready for lots of shenanigans, feels, and a swoonworthy bromance. Each book can be read as a standalone.
After following the advice from a manual called "How to Meet and Marry Mr Right", Jane learns that in love there is neither pattern nor promise. This is a funny collection of connected stories and a portrait of Jane, a woman manoeuvring her way through love, sex and relationships.
"Our favourite chaos demon & stern brunch daddy return in this delicious, ridiculous, and often poignant romcom about all the ways love can grow." —Talia Hibbert, New York Times and USA Today bestselling author WANTED: One (very real) husband, nowhere near perfect but desperately trying his best In BOYFRIEND MATERIAL, Luc and Oliver met, pretended to fall
in love, fell in love for real, dealt with heartbreak and disappointment and family and friends...and somehow figured out a way to make it work. Now it seems like everyone around them is getting married, and Luc's feeling the social pressure to propose. But it'll take more than four weddings, a funeral, and a hotly contested rainbow balloon arch to get these two from "I
don't know what I'm doing" to "I do". Good thing Oliver is such perfect HUSBAND MATERIAL. "Brilliance on every single page."—Christina Lauren, New York Times and USA Today bestselling author, for Boyfriend Material "The apotheosis of the rom-com."—Entertainment Weekly, A+ Review, for Boyfriend Material "Every once in a while you read a book that you want to
SCREAM FROM ROOFTOPS about. I'm screaming, people!"—Sonali Dev, award-winning author, for Boyfriend Material "FAKE DATING, REAL FEELINGS, BEST JOKES."—Olivia Waite, award-winning author, for Boyfriend Material "Fresh and vibrant."—Annie Carl, The Neverending Bookshop (Edmonds, WA), for Boyfriend Material
Me And My Boyfriend (Y.A Series Book 7)
A Hundred and One Reasons
A Bully/Revenge Reverse Harem Romance
Charming Devils
My Facebook Boyfriend For Real?! Vol. 3
My Facebook Boyfriend For Real?! Vol. 2 by AB Castueras Paano kung ang FBBF mo ay maging for REAL na!? As in... Boyfriend mo na! Kakayanin pa ba 'yan ng powers mo o kukulot lang ang hair mo dahil sa mga pagbabago? Sabayan ang kanilang nakakakilig at "ka-ibig-ibig" na istoryang nag-umpisa From Reel to REAL! Volume 2 na! Published by Psicom Publishing Inc
The Drama Continues…. I ask myself a few questions every day. Does time heal all wounds? Can a broken heart heal… eventually? Is love really worth it in the end? And the most important question of all… is forgiveness possible? For Becky Sloaner, when the two most important people in your life back stab you, trust and love were two things that couldn’t be brought back to the equation, no matter how badly those that hurt you were
sorry. For Jenna Sabini, her whole life was about to crash. With friendships fizzling and ex swim team members going off to do their own thing, at least she still had Annabelle and Tom by her side to finish off senior year with. What’s the worst that could happen? It’s not like she had any dangerous enemies, lurking in the shadows waiting for her. Or… did she? For Tom Colleto, he’s had trouble remembering who his father was ever
since he disappeared years ago. But things were getting strange. Faint warnings surprise him when he least expects it. A certain darkness has been creeping in the shadows, and Tom acknowledging it might mean the difference between life and something… very, very bad. For Annabelle Simms, the divorce her parents were on route for was tearing their family apart. When you’ve spent your entire life walking on eggshells, it was unfair
that one moment of defiance would be the catalyst that ended everything. At least she still had two people she could count on, her best friend Jenna, and her boyfriend, James. With those two by her side, making it out of this nasty storm seemed possible, even if scars were guaranteed. For James Lawson, there were only two things he cared about. Winning fights and his girlfriend Annabelle. And nothing would ever change that.
Reaching a high level of success under Rome’s rule in such a short period of time had everyone looking at James with new eyes. When you’re willing to risk it all for the win, Romilly Matos always noticed, and whether James was ready or not, he was about to enter a world where the bad sneaky guys ruled the game, all at the cost of the good guy. But business was business, and he was an asset now, one that Rome wouldn’t be letting
go of, no matter how dangerous things got. Success always had a price. Warning: Contains sexual scenes, some bad language, and includes scenes of violence and hostility. Recommended for ages 17+ Me and My Boyfriend is a 116,000 word Young Adult Romance novel. This is not a standalone novel: Young Annabelle Series Book 7 Young Annabelle Series: 8 Books Total Book 1: Young Annabelle Book 2: The Truth About James
Book 3: What My Heart Wants Book 4: You’re What I Want Book 5: Don’t Stop Holding Me Book 6: It’s Me And You Book 7: Me and My Boyfriend Book 8: Us Against The World (Final) - To be Determined
Hi, I'm Jordyn. I flew from New York to Culver City, CA to interview for the job of a lifetime.When I walked into The Bookstore, I only wanted a steamy romance or two to help pass the time before my big meeting.I walked out with a gorgeous and sweet, cinnamon roll who was more funny and charming than all of my favorite book boyfriends combined, which definitely wasn't the plan.But Mike was irresistible, and the time we spent
together exploring Culver City was more fun than I've had in a long time.But I'm smart enough to know if something feels to good too be true, it probably is.I mean, Happily Ever Afters are just for fairy tales and romance novels ? right?
The Boyfriend Comeback
Confessions of a Boyfriend Stealer
My Facebook boyfriend: From REEL to REAL
Boyfriend for Hire
My Facebook Boyfriend For Real?! Vol. 1

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER AND INSPIRATION FOR THE NETFLIX LIMITED SERIES, HAILED BY ROLLING STONE AS "A GREAT ONE." "A single mother's personal, unflinching look at America's class divide, a description of the tightrope many families walk just to get by, and a reminder of the dignity of all work." -PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA, Obama's Summer Reading List At 28, Stephanie Land's dreams of attending a
university and becoming a writer quickly dissolved when a summer fling turned into an unplanned pregnancy. Before long, she found herself a single mother, scraping by as a housekeeper to make ends meet. Maid is an emotionally raw, masterful account of Stephanie's years spent in service to upper middle class America as a "nameless ghost" who quietly shared in her clients' triumphs, tragedies, and deepest secrets. Driven to carve out a better life for her
family, she cleaned by day and took online classes by night, writing relentlessly as she worked toward earning a college degree. She wrote of the true stories that weren't being told: of living on food stamps and WIC coupons, of government programs that barely provided housing, of aloof government employees who shamed her for receiving what little assistance she did. Above all else, she wrote about pursuing the myth of the American Dream from the
poverty line, all the while slashing through deep-rooted stigmas of the working poor. Maid is Stephanie's story, but it's not hers alone. It is an inspiring testament to the courage, determination, and ultimate strength of the human spirit.
Patty: I’ve always been a shy girl, but shy girls have needs too. So when my boyfriend Chris gets me a special present for my birthday, I’m shocked because … … he wants me to be intimate with his best friend! This is absolutely crazy. Sure, Chase is gorgeous with night-black hair, a penetrating aquamarine gaze, and a body that puts Hercules to shame. But still, he’s my boyfriend’s buddy. What’s going on? Chris explains that it’s not what I think.
He’s always liked to share, and we’re merely expanding the relationship … … to include two men and ME! OMG, this is beyond my wildest dreams. Sure, it’s an opportunity to date my boyfriend *and* his best friend at the same time, with their broad shoulders, bronzed chests, and massive tools. But can I take it? Can I adjust and satisfy the needs of a pair of alpha males? After all, there’s only one of me … … but for my gorgeous lovers, it’s a
double-team! Hey Readers – We’ve reached the outer reaches of reality, but never fear, Patty is bold and imaginative because she ADORES being with Chase and Chris. Indulge your deepest desires because the curvy girl’s going on a ride that will leave you gasping for air! No swords cross because this is all about HER. No cheating, no cliffhangers, and always a HEA for my readers. This book is a follow-up to Daddy’s Prize, but all of my books are
standalones, and can be read in any order. You’ll love it, I promise! Xoxo, Cassie
Twenty-year-old Reagan in on a quest for the perfect relationship after a spring break breakup leaves her disillusioned about love. She creates a checklist of all the qualities she wants in a man and vows not to give her heart away again until she can determine if they fit all the criteria. Reagan gets more than she bargained for with her new set of rules and is surprised to find that love and the perfect boyfriend may have been within reach the entire time.
Molly's One Night Stand
The Book Boyfriend
Steamy Sweet Romance
Short Story
What is wrong with you? A collection of my Facebook status updates.

This scorching hot standalone includes a FREE bonus book download just for you! Link in the back. "Funny, romantic and full of fiery chemistry ... This was amazing!" -Bookgasms Book Blog I’m the guy you call when you need to impress your overbearing family, your boss, or
your ex. Yeah, I’m a male escort, but not just any escort, I’m the escort. The one with a mile-long waiting list and a pristine reputation that’s very well-deserved. I’m the guy who’ll make you feel beautiful, desired, and worshipped . . . all for a steep price. I’m hired
to make you shine, and I always deliver. I’ll be whatever you want me to be for one night—except my true self. This is just a job, a role I play to earn a paycheck. But I’m not the guy who falls for a client. Not once in six years. And then I meet Elle. Her friend has
hired me to escort her to a wedding, but Elle doesn’t know we’re just pretending. There’s a fire between us I never expected. A connection I haven’t felt in so long. One kiss, and I’m losing all control. But what will happen when she finds out who I really am?
First wattpad story published by Psicom Publishing Inc.
MESSAGE BOARD About Genesis Bell Queensheba at 1:02 a.m. i’ve heard you’d better not leave your guy alone with her! not if you DON’T want to lose him >:p It’s not her fault 007ugo at 1:45 a.m. You got it all wrong! If anyone’s taught Genesis about stealing guys, it was
her best friends, The Terribles–CJ and Tasha! Re: It’s not her fault GenBell at 1:52 a.m. You don’t know the real story. It’s not what you think. Just read my side of it, and then decide. Okay?
My Facebook Boyfriend For Real?! Vol. 4
Fake Boyfriend
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